Enemy Tilemaps rundown
By Sadiztyk Fish with much help from Kejardon


You'll need:
Hex editor
TLP
Emulator with a Ram viewer/editor (I use Snes9XRR)

1. First you need to find the pointers to the tilemaps for the enemy you want. In SMILE, make the enemy you want to change enemy 00 in a room. Now save and go to that room in your emulator.

2. Open up the Ram viewer and look for $7E0F92 - $7E0F93. These bytes make up the pointer to the CURRENT tilemap of the enemy, so it should change everytime the enemy's animation changes. what you need to do is pause the emulator so you can read each pointer, and just write them down somewhere.

3. The pointers don't lead to tilemaps, per se, but to the pointers to the tilemaps in that enemies bank. 

Take the Metroid for example:
Enemy bank = $A3
Pointer at $0F92 = $E9CF (one of them, this is just the first one)

From that data, you will find that the pointer to the tilemap for that particular Metroid animation is at $A3:E9CF ($11E9CF). Each different animation has a different tilemap (eg, Metroid with it's fangs pointed outwards; fangs slightly more centered; etc)

MOST tilemaps are in this format: (I have no idea how Phantoon's or Kraid's tilemaps work, haven't checked any other bosses)
XX XX YY YY ... (for each tilemap)

XX XX = time for tilemap to be displayed
YY YY = pointer to tilemaps

For the metroid you will see:

10 00 0D F1     10 00 37 F1     06 00 57 F1 ... etc

This means that the first animation, located at $F10D, is displayed for #$0010 frames. The second, located at $F137, is also displayed #$0010 frames. The third is found at $F157, and displayed for #$0006 frames. With this information, you can change how quickly an enemy rotates through it's animations. And if you took the time to make many more tilemaps, you could have an enemy animate so smootly it's almost HD =P

So that's what you change if you want to make an enemy with more animations that rotate quicker/slower. Now let's follow one of those pointers.

$A3:F10D = $11F10D

Tilemaps are made up of groups of 5 bytes for each 1x1 or 2x2 tile, plus 2 to tell the game how many tiles to load. These tilemaps are the same format as many other tilemaps, so rather than write it all up again, I copy+Pasted what I wrote up on M2K2 a while ago =P


							2009-11-11	04:01:11 am
03 00 : 08,00,08,46,31 : 08,00,10,47,31 : ...
How many tiles to load (2 bytes) : Tile setup (5 bytes for each tile, or group of tiles)

Tile setup: 
First byte is horizontal coordinate. $00 is the middle, $08 would be 1 tile right, $F8 is 1 tile left. All numbers are in pixels. If you move a tile negative distance (left), then you must add $1 to the multiplyer bit.

Second byte is the multiplyer bit. With this, you can load a group of tiles instead of just 1 at a time (ie, you can load 2x2 tiles at once, but they have to stay where they are in relation to each other). To load 2x2, add $80 to this byte. Add $1 if the tile loaded is moved negatively to make it wrap around.

Third byte is the vertical coordinate. $00 is the middle, $08 is 1 tile down, $F8 is 1 tile up. There's no wrap bit for this, so $01 - $7F always move the tile down, $80 - $FF always go up.

Fourth byte is the tile to use. Simply a Y/X coordinate. If the byte is $46, it means 4 tiles down, 6 tiles right. When you open TLP, the tiles are arranged (unless you resize the window sideways) is rows of $200 bytes, or $F tiles across. This way, you know tiles of $00 - $0F are on the first line, $10 - $1F are the second line, and so on. REMEMBER!!! Tile $00 is the FIRST tile at the address of the GFX in the enemy DNA, not the start of the rom. If the pointer is $B8:8000, then tile $00 is at $1C0000, tile $10 is at $1C0200, etc.

The last byte is the flip. *info changed*
*Quoted from Kejardon*
The last byte (flip byte) actually contains a lot of different things: Priority, palette, tiles to use, and flips.
Horizontal flip: Add 40. Vertical flip: Add 80.
Priority: Add 10, 20, or 30. Higher = Closer to the foreground. This is typically unused and handled by a byte in the enemy data.
Palette: Add an even number from 2 to E. Again, typically unused and handled by the allowed enemies list or something else.
Name table: Add 1. I don't fully understand how this bit works as I've never had a need to mess around with it, but it changes the tilesheet used by the enemy. I have no idea why it's called the Name table.

The tilemaps for any enemy is always in it's own Bank, you'll never find any enemies tilemaps in another bank.

This should be enough to get you started drawing tilemaps =D



